
From: Brynelson Alison X.
To: Craggs Heather L.; Johnson Ann T.; Chandler Monica A.; Klatt Bente C.; Dunton J. Kali; Olsen Lynn M.; Sackett

Jack N.; Wollen Tarry N.; Habtemicael Nardos X.; McLane Devin J.; Mitchell Kaley D.; Dobmeier Nicole F; Miranda
Thomas A.; Jensen Kimberly J.; Shanholtzer Myola N.; DuChesne Nate A.; Hobert Bruce L.

Subject: FW: Update: OSPI"s Reopening Schools Workgroup
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 11:24:42 AM

Thanks again for the meeting today.  I really appreciate your time and perspective.
 
Below is the update I received last night  on OSPI’s  Reopening Schools Workgroup.
 
The presentation from Challenge Seattle was the specific document I was referring to in our meeting
about reopening schools in other countries.
 
Please reserve June 12 from 11:00-12:30 for our third meeting.  Tory will send  an invite.
 
BTW – If you haven’t heard yet…Snohomish County is now in Phase 2!
 
Have a great weekend.
 
Alison

From: Jessica Vavrus <jvavrus@waesd.org> 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:38 PM
Subject: Update: OSPI's Reopening Schools Workgroup
 
Dear ESD superintendents, assistant supts, fiscal officers, and communications leads:  
Below you’ll find a summary of the Reopening Schools Work Group activities over the past week.
(Grab a beverage and settle…J)
 
This and last week several ESD representatives (Dana, Tim, Monica, Kassidy, and me) had the
opportunity to participate in small technical work groups and the larger OSPI Reopening Schools
Work Group meeting. In addition, most of the ESD communications leads joined a meeting yesterday
with OSPI’s communications director and the team from GMMB, a communications firm that works
with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and that is helping with developing tools to aid district
communications. The goal is to develop and sequence coherent communications supports
(messages, talking points, templates, etc) that can be used across the state, starting the week of
6/15 when many districts are planning to issue their plans for the summer and fall. So more on that
to come.
 
In terms of timelines and guidance, OSPI still plans to issue their “Reopening Washington Schools
Planning Guide” early next week. I understand that the guide will include front matter from the State
Department of Health related to basic health guidance/requirement (i.e., masks, screening, PPE,
social distancing). As you heard in this week’s OSPI webinar, they are deferring entirely to DOH for
guidance on resuming summer programs and health/safety considerations for the fall.
 
OSPI has updated their Reopening Schools Workgroup web site to include materials from the larger
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group meeting this Tuesday (6/2). There are two PowerPoint presentations that can give you a flavor
of the presentations Tuesday. The first is a presentation from Kinetic West, consultants who work
with Challenge Seattle and OSPI. Their presentation provided a broad overview/scan of how other
states and countries are approaching reopening challenges.  
 
The second is OSPI’s 6/2 meeting deck where the small groups reported out and shared themes that
we are likely to see in the guidance that will be coming out early next week. If you’re interested
here’s a summary:

Slide 23 provides the continuum of reopening options. The group focused discussions on
Options/Models 3 (Split or rotating schedules with distance learning), 5 (Phased in opening
with distance learning), and 7 (Continuous learning 2.0).

Regarding Instructional Services:
Slide 25 provides an overview of the themes related to teaching and learning topics:
structuring staff and time; curriculum, instruction, and professional learning; and student
learning, grading, and assessments.

The models are unpacked in relation to these instructional considerations on slides 38
(model 3), 40 (model 5), and 42 (model 7).

Slides 46-48 provide an overview of the themes associated with whole child topics such as
social emotional, mental and physical health supports, and family/community engagement.

The models are unpacked in relation to whole child themes on slides 49, 50, and 51.
Slide 52 provides an overview of “other items of interest” that the subgroups raised. These
included:

Considerations of childcare
Prioritize students in building to those furthest from educational justice
Crosswalk SEL and academic learning standards to connect and weave together
Consider an ACES survey for every student as they return.  Pair with ways to address
ACES
Classroom management supports to educators and students who are concerned
about safety

Regarding Operations:
Slide 54 starts the operational topics: Facilities, Nutrition, Transportation

Transportation considerations: slides 55 – 58 (challenges on 56)
Facilities considerations: slides 59-62 (see 62 for considerations that may inform future
PPE needs and safety plans)
Nutrition considerations: slides 63-65

 
While the finance subgroup did not present in the larger workgroup meeting Tuesday, they DID
meet Monday and Tim Merlino shared this summary of the meeting:

Yesterday along with Dana, Monica Hunsaker, and Kassidy Probert, I participated in the
finance work group for reopening schools in the fall.  It was the first meeting of the group.  I
will give a brief summary from my point of view.  Others who attended can add it they’d like.
 
The main topic of discussion is what does attendance mean and what does this mean for
apportionment.  I originally was hoping we could get some guarantees for funding or at least
a floor on funding due to the many uncertainties surrounding next fall.  The first thing that
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was mentioned was that there would be no guarantees for funding levels and no floors
either.  I believe there is a lot of pressure on OSPI due to the budget issues at the state level. 
OSPI would like to use the current enrollment rules, liberalizing them a bit for continuous
learning if it is required due to health issues, to generate apportionment.  In order to use the
current enrollment structure for continuous learning months we would need to allow for
engagement on a learning platform, engagement in a non-learning platform environment
(exchange from student to teacher of materials, paper or other form), and participation in
quiz, tests, or other assessment activities.
 
It seems that this is the desired way to count students because it may cause the least
amount of scrutiny and not require may WAC changes. 
 
Many other issues were discussed but mostly in the area of challenges and added costs. 
Areas like added nursing, custodial, transportation and PPE were discussed with no real
solutions for additional costs.
 
This group will meet again.
Tim

 
That’s what I’ve got for now. Have a good evening! ~jessica
 
Jessica Vavrus, Executive Director
AESD / OSPI Network
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